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On 16 September 2010
about 25 members of the Boolarra
community gathered at the Boolarra Bowling
Club to establish a new ‘The Boolarra Link’ association
and committee - following the resignation and folding of the preceding ‘Boolarra Link’ paper, established in 1981. The new wide
style and full color format started December 2010 (Vol.29 Ed.4).
Five out of six previous committee had resigned in 2009 – the Boolarra Community Development Group took on printing the paper temporarily until
the new committee with Jan Thomson as editor, Mark Cooke president. Sylvia Sauppe and Luke Potter joined the paper, now called ‘The Boolarra Link’
– with new masthead, graphics. The seven committee members went straight
to work to find a printer, contact advertisers and community groups to publish the first edition in December 2010. Since then The Boolarra Link has
published 40 editions, four each year thanks to the support of many. We like
to thank:
• All advertisers and sponsors short term and long term, some advertising
for the whole of the 10 years, for there support.
• Members of the community who sent the articles in on a regular or ones
of basis without you we could not have The Boolarra Link with all that
colourful content of our community.
• And a big thank you to the committee members and proof readers over
the years, if served short or long term, two members from that meeting
in September 2010 are still active in the committee of The Boolarra Link.
Without your help The Boolarra Link would have never come
together.

10 years of
The Boolarra
Link ,

As our 10 year anniversary edition was in planning we were informed our
printer in Shepparton was closing down, thank you to Bob Scott the manager
of the printer to work with us helping with the setup and learning to prepare
the paper and photos for printing, being flexible and allowing us occasional
submission extension.
We will work now with a new printer to continue the publication of The
Boolarra Link.
In 2018 The Boolarra Link created a website as extension to its printed edition - the uploading of older editions is going slowly, more work to be done
here.
I hope you can enjoy the current and future editions as much as you have
enjoyed the past, after an unusual 2020 we wish you a Mary Christmas and a
safe and healthy 2021
On page 11-12 you will find photos of all 40 editions in a colourful ‘memory
collage’.
Yours Sincerely,
Luke Potter, President
Sylvia Sauppe, Editor,
The Boolarra Link.

Congratulations
Boolarra
netball Club

Both teams celebrating after the match.

Boolarra 11s Red - won the B final
against Thunder 8 - 15.
Boolarra 11s Red - won the B final
against Thunder 8 - 15
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DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in The Boolarra
Link are not necessarily those of the
committee unless acknowledged
as such.
No endorsement of products or
services is implied by the listing of
advertisers or sponsors.

Boolarra Historical Society
We wish Boolarrians past and present (and readers of the
Link) a safe and uplifting Christmas and a happier New Year.
Boolarra and District Historical Society.

While every effort is taken in printing
contributions accurately, the
committee takes no responsibility
for errors.
THE BOOLARRA LINK
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The committee members are:
President - Luke Potter - 0418 530 682
Treasurer - Matt Ryan
Secretary - Alan Hall
Advertising Officer - Paula Ryan
Editor - Sylvia Sauppe -5169 6321
Subeditor - Alan Hall
Proof reading - Alan Hall - Deb Chanesman Roz Castairss - Robert Edis Photographer - Paula Ryan - 0413 844 660
Feedback, articles, photos and correspondence
can be provided via email to
editor@boolarralink.org.au
or by letter addressed to The
Boolarra Link and dropped
off with Mary or Shannon at
the Boolarra Post Office.
Or general contact:
info@boolarralink.org.au
Scan for Website
Website:
boolarralink.org.au

The Strzelecki koala is so great that it
even has its own map being generated
by Friends of the Earth, see https://
strzkoala.australianmap.net/. If you
would like to register a sighting of a
koala (like this one on Budgeree Rd
near Englishs Corner this month)
send Anthony an email ajamis50@
gmail.com.
Thanks, Robert Edis (Grand Ridge Rd,
Grand Ridge).

BOOLARRA link advertising
Advertisements are in blocks of 8cm WIDE
x 10cm HIGH
Blocks can be arranged side by side
or on top of each other
FULL COLOUR
1 block - $48.00
2nd block - $38.00
3rd and subsequent blocks - $28.00
Full page $250.00
Half page $180.00
BLACK and WHITE
Each block - $38.00
All prices less 10% discount if booked for 4
editions and paid for in advance.

The Boolarra Link is published for free
to the Boolarra Community, this is
made possible through our Sponsors
and Advertisers.
We would like to thank their valued
support for 2020.
If you like to become a sponsor of the
Boolarra Link please contact us.
We ask the community to get behind
and support these businesses as they
support our community newspaper.
Strzelecki Plumbing, Boolarra Post Office,
Charlie Mac and Associates.
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WOOL GROUP Yarning
Ladies Day on 5 November was a celebratory
reunion for our group who have not been able
to congregate due to COVID Safe restrictions. It
was so good to gather, chat and laugh together.
Although our meetings, like so many other activities, were discontinued for much of the year
we were certainly keeping our fingers nimble
during lockdown.
Rosslyn enjoyed making a family of tiny teddies and colourful dollies for charities as well
as stitching about 300 cloth bags which are reusable sanitary kits for Days for Girls. Wow!
Anne T. completed lots of ‘crafty’ projects to

Lori’s socks.

We are a technology company
based in the local area and are
looking for people that have a keen
interest in technology, like working and sharing ideas with others,
are great communicators and are
looking for new challenges.
If this is you, please send your resume to us at info@charlie-mac.com
and we'll be sure to get back to you
soon.
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beautify her home and knitted numerous baby
beanies which were donated to Anglicare.
Lois says that her main focus has been a grey
poncho and beanie, in various yarns, for herself
for next winter, which will be worth seeing with
her added flair. Another project slowly developing is a quilt for her granddaughters 21st birthday which was four years ago. These treasures
are worth waiting for.
Anne L. has completed a gorgeous scarf and has
begun some slippers with beautiful Bendigo
wool which was an appreciated gift.
Kate got to the bottom of her stash, completing
an Alafoss, Icelandic style sweater with a combination of left-over wool and this was snatched
up by a daughter for those cooler evenings.
Denise has done a power of caring in lockdown
and is happy to be out and about a little more to
gain inspiration for further crafting creations.
Lori hibernated but did not rest. She completed an Aran sweater, and two poncho/wraps
which her daughters love. The great-children
begged for rainbow socks, which were a standout in the host of other special socks completed, compliments of the stash in addition to
online shopping for worsted yarn.
Like many of us, Lori was overjoyed to escape
when restrictions were lifted and was able to
visit family.
Our group will enjoy Christmas Lunch at
Boolarra Hotel on 10 December and wish the
whole community a safe and healthy Christmas holiday.

Rosslyn’s dolls.

Kate Cartwright.
Lori’s sweater.

HA Z E LWO O D
PROPERT Y
M A I N T E NA N C E
• Small or Large Lawns
• Gutters/Window Cleaning
• Pruning/Weed Eradication
Mark & Sandra Maynard
MOBILE: 0412 549 376
PH/FAX: 03 5163 1782
pmhazel@bigpond.com
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Local Franchisee in Boolarra Area
Rob Franssen & Dale Stephenson
Phone 0439 327 104
If No Answer call 131 546

Lawn Mowing, Gardening,
Rubbish Removal

Adrian Mauriks – Sculptor,
1 May 1942- 30 July 2020
Adrian Mauriks, creator of many notable
sculptures in Melbourne including the
installation Silence
at Docklands, died
on Thursday, 30 July
after a six-month
battle with cancer.
Adrian was born in
Holland in 1942 and
emigrated to Australia with his family in 1957.
The family were in the printing business and
Adrian completed his apprenticeship in printing
before developing an interest in painting. In 1965
he travelled to England and Europe with his wife
Mary and the two years they spent wandering
through art galleries ignited his passion for art.
Between 1972 and 1978 Adrian completed a Diploma of Arts followed by a Graduate Diploma
of Fine Art at the Victorian College of the Arts
in Melbourne. Shortly after this he moved to the
hills of Boolarra South, Gippsland, with Mary and
their four young children. Adrian began teaching
at the School of Visual Arts at the Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education in Churchill (now
Federation University). Over the next 18 years, he
took on many other lecturing positions at a number of locations including Melbourne University
and Ballarat University. But it was Adrian’s prolific volume of sculptural work that he was to become known for.
His early work used stone, steel and/or bronze and
includes the work Bird Totem (1988), a six metre
tall bronze piece situated outside the World Trade
Centre and National Bank Plaza in Sydney. Renowned art critic Ken Scarlett (OAM) described
his early works as “frequently… black in colour
and black in mood...” but for Adrian it seems to
have been the beginning of his inner journey, a
The sculpture called Impulse.

journey that would
radically change his
sculptural output.
In the 1990’s and
early 2000’s Adrian
began using carved
polyurethane coated
with epoxy resin and
painted pure white
to create large organic playful shapes
inspired by nature:
buds, flowers, trees,
leaves, fruit and even The sculpture called Silence.
furniture. His multi
piece installations invited engagement and interaction; there were things to sit on, lounges to lie
in, gateways to walk through. According to Ken
Scarlett, Adrian’s new style was “a positive celebration of the power of nature as organic forms”.
His creation The Garden of Eden was an early
example of this style and it was these large-scale
outdoor installations that would become instantly
recognisable as the work of Adrian Mauriks.
His most ambitious and well-known work is Silence (2001-02) on the New Quay promenade at
Docklands, Melbourne. Consisting of 13 separate
sculptures over a 200 sq metre area it suggests a
surreal landscape that adults and children are encouraged to journey through, to touch and to interact with. A plaque at the site features the poem
by Adrian that inspired the work and includes the
lines “In the landy (sic) between Mirboo north
and Boolarra south, silence came upon me and
brought tears to my soul...Silence is the secret,
and the holy grail…”.
Shortly after Silence was completed Adrian’s studio in the Boolarra South hills burnt to the ground
one night during a storm in 2003. For Adrian,
the loss, although traumatic, became part of his
journey: a rebirth and the rebuild. Another wellknown piece is Fire Within Two (2011) installed
on the M1 Freeway between Melbourne and Geelong at the Kororoit Creek Road Junction which
he described as “a metaphor for the inner fire of
us, liberating creativity”. A
more recent large installation is Impulse (2017)
which Adrian was commissioned to produce for
the Point Leo Estate Sculpture Park on the Mornington Peninsula. Four large
pieces, three of them floating on a pond, suggest a
journey: Bird (representing the call), Vessel (the
journey), Cluster (the gateway) and Bud (rebirth).
I was privileged to work
with Adrian for a short
time during the construcThe Boolarra Link - December 2020

tion of Impulse. A strong work ethic and meticulous attention to detail were obvious. Hour upon
hour was spent shaping foam and applying epoxy
resin followed by endless sanding, painting and, if
necessary, flotation testing using the giant crane
and water tank he had purposefully installed on
his property. Adrian was a deep thinker, always
contemplating his next project and he had strong
ideas and beliefs. There were things he wanted to
say and sculpture was how he sought to deliver his
message. And although his later sculptural works
suggest a playfulness there was a serious message
that he wanted to convey; the environment is suffering and we need to take care of it. His own private contribution to this consisted of revegetating
large portions of the family’s 120-acre property
(with the help of a Greening Australia grant) with
thousands of native and indigenous trees creating
a bush haven for local flora and fauna. According
to Adrian we need to “Remember to live. To notice
the trees, the clouds, the changing seasons, as well
as the ever-increasing process of miniaturisation
and the immoral onslaught of inappropriate decisions made in corporate boardrooms of the world
concerning unsustainable ecologically bankrupt
attitudes”. As Ken Scarlett wrote “Adrian Mauriks
would like us all to pause, contemplate, consider
the fate of humankind and the future of our environment”.
Over his 50-year career Adrian created and exhibited prolifically, nationally and internationally,
in individual and group exhibitions and there
are many permanent installations in and around
Melbourne and Sydney. He was awarded many
prizes including the VCA Art prize and the Lorne
Sculpture Prize. Beyond his art he was a devoted
husband and a loving father to his four children
and grandpa to his eight grandchildren. Those
who knew him well spoke of him as a dependable,
reliable and philosophical man.
Adrian died peacefully at home on 30 July with
his wife Mary and their children by his side. He
may well have found himself reborn into the great
‘Silence’.
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boo North Community Bank, and they
will expect some
visible acknowledgement of their input
to the project.
• If the proposal costs in excess of $5,000 the
Boolarra Community Development Group
may be able to assist in covering the shortfall.
The following is a list of the proposals that were
received:
• Planter boxes in the town centre, similar to the
Mirboo North proposal;
• Water drinking fountain for Centenary Park
between skate park and BMX track;
• A rose/flower garden, or similar, to brighten
up Centenary Park (perhaps based on the new
gardens, in Commercial Road entering Morwell from the Moe side);
• Some sort of outdoor gym equipment;
• Tree planting on the Monash Way entrance to
Boolarra i.e. an avenue of striking trees;
• A composting toilet at Apex Park or Primrose
Park;
• Speaker and sound system for Budgeree Hall
so they can hold musical and dance events,
• Free electric BBQ shelter in Centenary Park
like the one in Railway Park;
• Plant fruit trees, berry bushes and edible raw
vegetable plants like snow peas, tomatoes,
spinach, etc. along the side of the road leading into town, or in a specific area or outside
homes around town to allow the public to pick
and enjoy as a health drive;
• A small community garden project with an
emphasis on growing native bush foods as well
as the usual suspects (lettuce, beans etc);
• Kid proof fence around the playground, to
keep kids from the car park, and dogs from
the kids;
• More flower boxes or baskets on lamp posts
in town;

Boolarra Community
Development Group
Potential Beautification Projects for Boolarra
It is the Mirboo North Community Bank’s TenYear Anniversary this year. Their planned celebrations have been impacted by COVID-19, and they
have been looking at other ways to mark the occasion.
As part of their latest Community Grants Program,
they supported two great projects for Yinnar and
Mirboo North, each at around $5k, both to beautify the town.
To give you an idea, the Mirboo North project is
to install 30-odd planter boxes all along the main
street to brighten up the space and make it more
attractive. The Yinnar project is a historical mural
to be painted on the side of the General Store.
During the grants process it was decided that
these projects would be appropriate to commemorate the anniversary, and the question was asked if
Boolarra had any suitable beautification ideas that
we could put up as a commemorative project.
The Boolarra Community Development Group
put the proposal out for public comment and received a range of great ideas.
A project such as this always has some constraints,
and these include:
• Railway Park is in danger of being ‘cluttered’
and any proposals in this area would need to
bear this in mind.
• Any proposal/project involves planning, budgeting, liaison with statutory authorities and
organising quotes and discussions with contractors. An indicated willingness by the proponent to assist in these aspects of a proposal
would increase its chances of acceptance.
• Any proposal needs to be agreed with the Mir-

Hay and Silage
Contractor

round and small squares
Boolarra, Mirboo North and Yinnar area

phone Neil: 0474 946 634
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Grand Ridge

Computer»» Services
»» New & Custom Built Systems
»» Malware & Virus Removal
»» Software Sales & Installation
»» Advice & Assistance
»» Upgrades & Configuration
»» System Maintenance
»» Notebooks & Netbooks
»» Parts & Peripherals
»» Printer Consumables

Ph: 5169 6473
Mob: 0429 696 473

grcs@internode.on.net
PO Box 53, Boolarra Vic 3870
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•
•

Plantings to beautify the gazebo;
Off street parking at the BMX track, and a water fountain;
• Naming of the trees in the park (botanical
names);
• A large enclosed area as a dog park, for socialising and exercising dogs, and humans.
We had an extensive discussion on these proposals at our last BCDG meeting. While some probably don’t meet the needs of the Mirboo North &
District Community Bank (MNDCB) as a highly
visible beautification project, we saw them as great
projects that we could look at progressing independently.
Some, such as the planter boxes in the town centre, we felt required too much ongoing maintenance, which if not done, would lead to them being eyesores.
A number of others require approvals and consultation with other groups such as DELWP, VicRoads, Latrobe City and GRRT. We will continue
to follow up on them, liaising with the people who
nominated the project.
The projects that we will recommend to the MNDCB are a water fountain for the BMX track, a
rose garden at the southern end of Centenary Park
and displaying the botanical and popular names of
the trees in Railway Park
Thank you very much to everyone who submitted
ideas. It was very much appreciated and provides
the BCDG with some great food for thought as
goals for the future.
Colin Brick,
Secretary,
Boolarra Community Development Group.

contribution to the SRCEL business and their
Mirboo North & District
communities.
Community Bank®
Warren went on to say,
Branch
“We thank all our shareholders and customers who enable
this community business to operate, thrive and return our profits
to the district. I’m pleased to announce that we will once again
In this unprecedented year, the Community Bank reward our shareholders with a 5
Mirboo North & District successfully held their cent fully franked dividend which
Annual General Meeting (AGM) digitally this will be paid in December 2020.”
Community Bank online meeting.
year thanks to the great work of the administra- Giving heartfelt thanks to the staff
and his fellow directors for their
With Faith now as Branch Manager, Alan in his
tion staff.
work
during
all
the
challenges
of
2020,
Warren
new role as BDM and Nicole Smith in her new poThe Community Bank is proud to have been able
was
confident
that
continuing
to
work
together
sition as Customer Relationship Officer a sound
to again benefit the community in many ways
and still grow the Strzelecki Ranges Community with enthusiasm and positivity would overcome strategy is in place ensuring increased growth of
the branch.
Enterprise Limited (SRCEL) business despite the any further challenges in 2021.
As out-going Branch Manager, Alan reported that The AGM also saw the announcement of grant
limitations of the COVID-19 restrictions.
At the November AGM, Warren Warner Chair the 19/20 financial year ended with a book bal- recipients from the October 2020 round of the
of the Community Bank, outlined the success of ance of $109.1m, a reduction of $4.9m due mainly Community Investment Program (CIP). It was
10 years of operation with more than $1.1m go- to a negative impact from corporate customers with excitement that Directors on the Grant Panel
ing back to many community groups in our dis- however, lending was stable and deposits grew recently awarded 17 community groups and ortrict and campaigns like ‘Pay it Forward’ that have by $5.7m. A very decent profit of $237k (pre-tax) ganisations with much need funding for some
supported businesses challenged by the pandemic up $130k from 2019 thus, generous contributions very worthwhile projects to the value of $48,023.
The districts of Yinnar, Boolarra and Mirboo
restrictions. Free facemasks were also supplied to back to the district were able to continue.
“Our contributions to the community over the North were beneficiaries with grants going to the
the public.
Faith Monnich, coming with a wealth of bank- past 10 years now exceed $1.1m! A figure we can arts, sporting and recreation clubs, aged care, an
environmental group, a historical group and a
ing experience, became the new Branch Manag- all be incredibly proud of,” Alan said
He
also
outlined
the
staff
changes
that
have
taken
tourism enterprise. An interesting video of award
er while long-time Manager Alan Bannister, has
place
this
year.
presentations was shown so the online audience
moved to a new role as Business Development
Manager (BDM). Viv Williams has joined SRCEL “Daina Howard, our trainee left us to attend uni- could share in the pleasure of giving back to the
in a part time administrative role assisting the Ex- versity in Geelong. She continues to work for community through their support of this great
ecutive Officer Anne Marie Dieperink, thus creat- Bendigo Bank in that region. We use the trainee banking enterprise.
ing more efficiencies allowing for greater invest- position to give a recent school leaver a start in To celebrate the Community Bank’s 10th birthday,
ment in the community. Directors Matt Gleeson the finance industry. This year we appointed Tayla presents were given to Yinnar, Boolarra and Mirand John Butler, representatives of Boolarra and Dyke to the Trainee Customer Service Officer role. boo North by way of funding for a lasting project.
Yinnar respectively, will leave the Board at this Sam Gardiner left us in May to pursue another ca- Yinnar received funding for a mural to be created
AGM. Warren thanked them for their valuable reer and this opened the door for a restructure of by Bechaz Art & Designs on a large wall in the
the branch,” Alan reflected.
centre of town, Boolarra received funding for a
project yet to be decided and Mirboo North
now has funds for main street beautification
which will be undertaken by MCDI. The Community Bank staff and the Board of Directors
hope to celebrate the birthday in person with
the community soon.
With growth beyond expectations, 10 successful years of operation with $1,102,304 community investment spend, and a fully franked
dividend of 5 cents, what’s not to like about
this prosperous community business?

Community Bank Mirboo
North & District AGM Report 2020

Merry Christmas
and a happier new
year

We hope your year’s highlights are still to come and keep on coming in
2021.
If you need us over the festive season, our team is here for you.
Find out more. Call 5668 1231 or search Bendigo Bank Mirboo
North.

Community Bank
Mirboo North & District
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178, AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237879 A1389134, OUT_1683776, 30/11/2020
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Russell Northe MLA
Member of Morwell
COVID-19

At the time of writing, it has been pleasing to observe the easing of some COVID-19 restrictions
that will be welcome by many. It has been such a
difficult period and unique time and the impacts
far and wide right across the business sector, sporting and recreation clubs, community-based organisations and associated services. Getting back
to some semblance of ‘normal’ is going to take
time, and indeed in certain situations we might
be confronted with a ‘new normal’. Hopefully,
we see a rejuvenation and a new passion within
many community groups and organisations, moving forward. When one reflects on what we have
missed out on in these past months, maybe it will
inspire many to pursue their passion which can
only be a positive for Boolarra, particularly given
the incredible breadth of groups, organisations
and clubs in Boolarra. So, I do encourage everyone to get involved in the myriad of opportunities
that exist across the community and at the same
time support local businesses where and when
you can, given the tough time many have encountered in 2020.

Gifted AED To Boolarra Community

It was very pleasing to recently learn that the Boolarra community was gifted an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) by Ambulance Victoria as
part of the Shocktober Restart a Heart program.
With statistics showing only 1 in 10 Australian
survive a cardiac arrest, it is extremely pleasing to
know the new AED will be located at the Boolarra
Bowls Club. The AED will be located under the
veranda facing Railway Park. Associated with this
program, Ambulance Victoria also conducted an

online session to teach community members CPR
and how to use the AED. This is just such an important initiative that really does save lives and we
thank Ambulance Victoria and the Boolarra community for participating in this partnership.

End Of Year Message

As I reflect on what an extraordinarily challenging year 2020 has been, I would like to take the Russell Northe.
opportunity to thank each and every person
within the Boolarra and district community for
their resilience and indeed patience in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly given the
strong restrictions that have been imposed. The
resolve of everyone has certainly been tested during these unique times.
One of the best aspects of my job is interacting
with passionate and hardworking community
members and liaising with organisations and
businesses who are striving to make where they
live a better place. The Boolarra community are
blessed with an abundance of those who are willing to give to their community and I look forward
to continuing to work with organisations such as
the Boolarra and District Community Group who
do a great job in advocating for their town.
Christmas is something we are all looking forward
to this year more than ever, and whilst some restrictions remain, I do hope that having 30 visitors
to your home across this special day ensures you
are able to celebrate with our loved ones in a relative normal way. And as Christmas approaches, I
encourage everyone to get along and support our
local businesses, because remember they in turn
employ local people, they provide local services
and they also support our local schools, sporting
clubs and organisations in our communities.

vvv

Boolarra Store
9-11 Tarwin Street Boolarra

Eat in or take away Catering available
*Light meals *Coffee *Cakes *Fresh sandwiches & rolls
*Fish & Chips *Burgers *Bakery pies, pasties, sausage rolls *Roast beef & gravy rolls
*Fresh bakery bread *Milk *Papers *Grocery items *Smokes *Gifts *Ice *Gas Bottles

Café open for breakfast, lunch, dinner

Roast lunch & dinner on Sunday’s eat in or take away
Hours: Mon-Fri open 6.00am. Weekends and holidays open 8.00am
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In closing, well done to the team at The Boolarra Link on another year of producing a wonderful newspaper and important communications
within and for the community. I wish everyone in
Boolarra and district a fabulous Christmas and a
safe and happy New Year.

Phone 5169 6452
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20
Goes Virtual

21

2020 has been a year like no other, full of very
tough and challenging times for everyone across
the world. Our community has always got on
with life’s challenges and that is something we
should be extremely proud of. Although Victoria
is emerging from the second wave of COVID-19,
there are still risks associated with hosting next
year’s festival in the same format as we have done
previously. Therefore, to ensure the safety of our
audiences and communities the 2021 Boolarra
Folk Festival (BFF) will be streaming in a virtual
format on 27 February.
Although the experience will be very different
from previous years, the fundamental purpose of
the festival remains the same - to be a celebration
of music, people and community. From the community workshop held on 25 October in Boolarra the three key messages heard were: a) keep
the continuity of the long running festival, b)
celebrate the history and the music of years gone
by, c) keep the festival as a festival while reaching
the needs of the community, the artists and the
festival partners.
The focus for 2021 will be a selection of some
of the musicians who have graced the BFF stage
over the last 18 years. BFF Music Coordinator
Chelsea Stewart has been involved in the festival
since its inception. She explained that part of her
role is to select a wide variety of artists that will
appeal to all different types of music tastes, with
a preference for local acts. “It’s part of our ethos
to give local musicians a platform to perform on
a big stage,” Chelsea says, “and to bring international and national acts to Boolarra so that kids
growing up would get that exposure and maybe
be inspired to start a band of their own.”
Once the line-up is finalised, the next step will
be the recording and editing. We are thrilled to
be partnering with local production company
Nanoo Nanoo to bring the virtual festival to life.
Dan Clancey and Eloisa Tripodi of Nanoo Nanoo know the festival well and bring years of
professional experience. The musicians will be
pre-recorded in a COVID-safe environment, using multiple video cameras and state-of-the-art
sound recording equipment. This content will
then be combined with interviews, historic overviews of Boolarra and be hosted by a much-loved
presenter. We will let you know the best ways
to view and enjoy the show closer to the festival
date. Please keep an eye on our Facebook page
and website for updates. And don’t forget that the
Festival is FREE!
While it is disappointing that we won’t be seeing
you ‘face-to-face’ next year, the community has
told us that a virtual festival is better than a can-

cellation. So, let’s embrace and enjoy this unique
event in 2021. We look forward to returning to a
full-festival event in 2022 when we can safely welcome our community members and stall holders
back. We would again like to publicly thank all
the wonderful musicians, volunteers, stall holders, audience members and community members
who continue to make the Boolarra Folk Festival
so special.

Community Update

The Boolarra Folk Festival was pleased to help out
locals Graeme McKenzie and his son Liam, after
a terrible fire destroyed the family's shed on Piggery Road Boolarra. Liam lost his beloved drum
kit in the fire, so the BFF committee, with the
generous support of Morris Lord from Marban
Music, stepped in to provide Liam with a new

drum kit. Liam was incredibly thankful, and a bit
lost for words.
Graeme built the amazing Boolarra Folk Festival
portable stage and has been a long-time supporter of the Festival. The committee wishes the
family all the best.

name was being invoked. There are no market or
stall activities associated with the virtual music
festival to be held in February 2021.

Community Pop-Up Event

The BFF committee is exploring the idea of
bringing our community out from their homes
when it’s safe to do so. Our hope is to stage a lowkey music event in Railway Park in the new year
for our local residents featuring local musicians.
Stay tuned for updates.

Boolarra Folk Festival committee elections

The BFF AGM was held on 11 November 2020 at
the Multi Purpose Building.
Elections were held, and the following positions
were filled:
President- Rick Teychenne
Minute Secretary- Caterina Reiske
Treasurer- Kath Aveling
Publicity Officer- Dave Francis-Foreman
Music Coordinator- Chelsea Stewart
Compliance Officer- vacancy
Food Coordinator- Gabrielle Francis-Foreman
Market Coordinator- Kristy Mills
Logistics Coordinator- Jack Spira
Grants Officer Festival- Carolyne Boothman
Grants Officer Post Office - Grant McNeill
Volunteer Coordinator- Carolyne Boothman
Post Office Officer- Ray Stewart
Design Officer- Chelsea Stewart
Public Officer- Rick Teychenne
General committee member- Kate Reiske
Kind regards from the Boolarra Folk Festival
committee.
http://www.boolarrafolkfestival.com.au/

Old Post Office update

The Old Post Office restoration works have commenced, and we are almost half-way through the
project, ably led by Ray Stewart. “The Old Post
Office will be a great venue in the future, and I
cannot wait to cut the ribbon when it’s ready for
use. Six years of blood, sweat and tears have gone
into this project and hopefully we will have it to
full lock-up very soon,” says BFF president Rick
Teychenne. Ray adds, “We want to bring it back
to something like it looked when it first appeared
in the town one hundred and ten years ago.”

Grants

The Boolarra Folk Festival Inc. has not applied
for or received any funding from the OSMI Delburn Wind Farm Pre-Development Community
Grants stream. An application was submitted
by a regular stall holder at the Festival using
their previous association with the Festival as
a reason for seeking funding. This application
was not endorsed by the Festival committee nor
were they aware of the application and that their
The Boolarra Link - December 2020

Steven Abbey

8 Phillip Parade
Churchill, Vic 3842
Ph: 03 5122 1380 Fax: 03 5122 3586

Email: ncm8@bigpond.com Web: www.repcoservice.com

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

NEW CHURCHILL MOTORS
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Boolarra South
Landcare Group

It is really
upsetting to
have to report that the
composting
Mirboo North Lilies by Patric Francis.
toilet at the
Mill Site was set alight by filling it with paper and
lighting it. This damaged the composting system
and melted some of the composting bins. Fortunately, the Fire Brigade was able to extinguish
the fire without us losing the whole structure. It
does mean there is not a toilet at the Mill Site and
this will make a difference to volunteers, especially our disabled group. This happened at about
4.30pm on Thursday 26 November and the Police
are investigating. Anyone with information that
could help us catch the culprit(s) please let Matt
Ryan know. If the fire had burnt the building,
then the bush could easily have had a spark cause
a bushfire as there are trees close to the toilet.
This toilet was built with donated funds and cost
us $30,000 so we would have no hope of replacing it if it was burnt. We do not as yet know the
cost of the repairs we will need but it is a very
specialised system and worked really well, so I
am sure it will not be cheap to fix. Thank you to
the vigilant neighbour who saw the smoke and

reported it, and to our local Brigade who were
able to efficiently put the fire out.
Boolarra South Landcare recently held a COVID
Safe AGM at the Mill Site. It was strange having an outdoor meeting with masks on, but we
managed. New office bearers were elected and the
work achieved by everyone in 2020 was acknowledged. Alison Craven is president once again and
Judi Edwards remained as treasurer. Steve Mansfied is new vice president and Mary Blines is the
new secretary. A new committee was also put in
place. The Water Monitoring which Alan Hall has
been doing for many years will now be undertaken by Keith Craven and David Francis-Foreman.
A big thank you to Alan for all his monitoring.
This was also acknowledged by the Catchment
Management Authority and an article about Alan
was in the latest magazine. Keith and David will
continue to collect data at the Falls and at Apex
Park as the monitoring has shown up differences
in water quality between the sites although they
are not far apart. This data is collected by Water
Watch and is important in maintaining healthy
rivers. Alison has been selected to represent the
Strzelecki Rivers on a Victorian Group tasked
with developing a six-year plan to keep our rivers
healthy. This will be an interesting and important task. Tony has
managed to keep the grass at the
Mill Site under control without any
help and we hope that Corrections
Victoria are back at work soon.
There have been some beautiful
Mirboo North Lilies spotted near
the Mill Site during spring, and
the wildflowers have been lovely.
A koala was seen quite low in a
tree, always a delight. There will
be a working bee at the Mill Site
on 12 December at 10am with
lots of mowing and track work
to be done.
Denise Schiller.

Koala by Patric Francis.
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Alan collecting
water sample at
Apex Park.

Beautiful spring day at Fox’s Hole.

‘No Camping’ sign at Fox’s Hole.

According to OSMI
the Arboreal mammals
of significance which is
known to occur in the
area, namely Strzelecki
Koala and Greater Glider
are considered unlikely to be impacted by the
wind farm development.
OMSI’s statement “considered unlikely to be impacted” is certainly wrong, misleading and will be
inhuman slaughter for all our wildlife. This habitat supporting the Strzelecki Koala population is
their territory for its survival. If this habitat were
to be reduced in any way, the potential for survival of each individual would be undesirably to
an intense degree of reduced populations. They
are not migratory animals, but highly territorial.
In stable breeding groups, individual members of
Koala society maintain their own ‘home range’
areas. Every home range tree and food tree is important to the welfare of each individual Koala
and group in which it lives. The destruction and
fragmentation of habitat means koalas will spend
more time on the ground moving from tree to
tree. This makes them so much more vulnerable
to be hit by cars, attacked by dogs and joeys being
separated from their mums. With increased competition for food and territory because of overcrowding, while elevated levels of stress makes
them more prone to sickness and increased sus-

ceptibility to disease.
The most significant disease affecting Koalas is
Chlamydia. Chlamydia
is a bacterium which will
impact most severely on
koalas when their immune systems are compromised and when the
animal is stressed. Stressful situations can include
destruction of habitat. It
is spread through sexual
activity and contact with
infected surfaces. Mothers
will pass the disease onto
their offspring. There is
currently no cure for the
disease. Chlamydia may
ments act now to strengthen the protection of the
therefore act as to limit to
species and most crucially, its habitat. We do not
koala population growth.
It’s horrifying to think that this incredible animal support the Delburn industrial wind farm in any
which is so greatly admired, not only by overseas shape or form.
visitors, but by Australians, has to suffer at the
hands of OMSI and HVP (if) the Delburn indus- Rex and Ruth Kinghorn.
trial wind farm is passed by the planning minis- Disclaimer:
ter.
The views expressed in this article are the views of the
If future tourists to Australia are to experience
the koala in the wild, it is imperative that govern-

article author and not necessarily of The Boolarra Link
committee, after checking all facts please make up your own
opinion.

Scenes from: the BCDG monthly Food and
Produce Swap. Every second Sunday year
round in Railway Park.
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Mirboo North & District
Community Bank®
Branch

Community Bank Mirboo North & Distric Scholarships
Open In December

The popular Community Bank scholarship program will be open again on 1 December for students
from our district who are going to university for the first time in 2021.
The awards, valued at $6000 over two years, are given to students who demonstrate a strong commitment to their studies and future career, as well as to community. The selected students have the
potential to make wonderful contributions to community and society in years to come.
Our 2020 scholarship winners have faced some unusual challenges during their first year of university due to pandemic restrictions. In a Community Bank review of their first semester, the students
outlined some of the difficulties: the struggle to remain focused during online learning with little or
no possibility of face-to-face instruction; having to leave behind a new life with new friends and living arrangements to return back home, although they loved spending extra time with their families.
Happily, all students had a positive outlook and were able to use any setbacks as learning opportunities and were readily able to move forward.
Branch Manager, Faith Monnich, said, “The previous winners have shown remarkable adaptability as
they adjusted to their first year at university and studying online during the strict pandemic restrictions. The Community Bank is proud to be part of assisting these resilient students on the next stage
to their educational future.”
If you are a current year 12 student, keep your eye on our Facebook page for announcements and
information on the 1 December round.

7 Tarwin Street, Boolarra Vic 3870
Ph: 03 5169 6209 Fax: 03 5169 6523

BOOLARRA POST OFFICE
Open: Monday to Friday, 9.00am - 5.00pm
Saturdays, 9.00am to 11.00am
except long weekends we will be closed.

Supplying all Australia Post Products including Express, International

and Registered mail, Stamps, Packaging etc. Photocopying & Fax Service.
Bill Paying by cash, cheque or Eftpos. Money Orders are available here. Ambulance renewals
are also available. We also have some Gift Cards.
Banking services are available for most banks. Need to send money overseas? Then we can
help you do a Western Union Money Transfer.
Travel Money/Travel Insurance can also be purchased here. Load & Go Visa Cards available
here as well as the Travel Visa cards.
We have a range of batteries including hearing aid batteries sizes 312, 675, 13, 10.
We stock a limited range of Stationery, Cards, Books, Toys, and Gift ideas,
We still have a few Post Office Boxes available and remember, if you live in town then you
are entitled to a reduced rate because there isn’t a town mail delivery.
You may set up an email notification with us when mail is awaiting collection (Mail2Day).

Mary & Shannon & Team
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Boolarra Memorial Hall INC.
It is good to see that some regular hirers of the Hall
are now back. Hirers can feel secure in the knowledge that every endeavour is made to clean and
disinfect the premises on a regular basis. We welcome a new hirer and that is Kristi Mills who runs
two yoga sessions on a Tuesday evening. Every so
often you may hear some music emanating from
the Hall on a Friday evening. This is the band Exit
Strategy having a practice. Great to see the Hall being used once more.
The Hall committee wish to acknowledge the generous voluntary work done at the Hall by local people. Thanks to Dave Murray, the gutters and solar
panels have been cleaned. The gardens have been
weeded and bushes trimmed by the Little Weeders.
Thanks to Libby Robertson for her care of the
Big Red geraniums planted in the garden. Last,
but not least, is our local plumber Dave Grima,
whose donation of materials and time to replace
the front gutter was fantastic. I also wish to thank
Rob Carstairs for keeping the lawns mowed on a
regular basis.
The Hall committee were successful in obtaining
some financial assistance from Latrobe City Council due to the COVID-19 situation. This has enabled us to pay our rates and insurance.
We welcome new members to our committee.
Usually we meet on the third Thursday every two
months at 7.30pm at the Hall. If you feel you can
contribute a small amount of your time to the Hall,
then contact Roz 0429 383 686. We will be starting
our meetings again in the new year - the first being
18 February 2021.
Roz Carstairs,
Secretary.

Yinnar Fuel
& Farm Supplies
David & Jan Holt

“Farmers Dealing With Farmers”
GREAT RANGE – GREAT SERVICE
. . . we pride ourselves on being an
independently owned & operated
Fuel & Farm Supplies Store offering
old fashioned, friendly driveway service
+

“ONE STOP SHOPPING AT ITS BEST”

(03) 5163 1240

52 Main Street, Yinnar Vic 3869

to be kept very moist when growing from seed and will also die
from too much shade. Murnong
need to be planted out in deep
well drained friable soil, which
needs to be kept free of weeds.
This may sound like a lot of effort, but there are an increasing
At the Yinnar Community Garden, we are keen number of growers dedicated to
to explore indigenous bush foods that can grow ensuring this plant's survival. The
in our area. So far, we have Pigface (Carpobro- Murnong produces an edible tutus), Sea Celery (Apium prostratum), Warrigal ber which is sweet and starchy,
Greens (native spinach), Tasman flax lily (Dianel- and used to form an important
la tasmanica), Lilly-pilly (Acmena smithii), native food source for the first Australimint bushes (a few varieties), Aniseed Myrtle and ans. It is also highly nutritious and
something we are very excited about, our first plot sometimes called a superfood.
of Murnong (Microseris sp) or yam daisy- called
Mlang in GunaiKurnai. But as we have learned, Muntries (Kunzea pomifera) are
although bush tucker plants are often described another bush tucker plant with
as low maintenance and easy to grow as they are a specific set of growing requirenative to Australia and have adapted to the condi- ments. Sometimes known as Emu
tions here, if they are not native to the local area Apple or ‘Native Cranberry’, they
The Masked Gardeners - Sari Anderson and Eimear McNelis.
they can struggle to thrive. As we have discovered, produce clusters of small berries
Finger Lime, Chocolate Lily and Mountain Pep- which taste like tiny spicy apples.
permint Ridge in Tynong North and seeds can be
per are high maintenance in this area and have not Occurring in the wild from Portland in Victoria to bought online from EdibleOz.
survived.
Kangaroo Island in South Australia, they thrive in -coastal gardens and prefer sandy Rosemary Abetz-Rouse
soil rather than clay, with a pH Secretary,
between 6.0 and 8.0. They can be Catheryn Thompson,
grown up a trellis for easier har- Yinnar Community Garden.
vesting. We have some Muntries yinnarcg@gmail.com
seeds which we plan to plant out Find us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
in a large pot of sand mixed with yinnarcommunitygarden
mulch in a member's garden.
One bush tucker plant which is
genuinely easy to establish is Warrigal Greens. Also known as ‘New
Zealand Spinach’, this was the first
Australian native food plant to be
introduced to Europe. Grown easily from seeds or cuttings, Warrigal Greens are not fussy and will
spread into empty ground. Unlike
many other bush tucker plants,
they really do need little watering except in very dry weather.
Warrigal Greens should be lightly
blanched in boiling water before
eating to remove the oxalic acid.
Pigface, Coolmint, Round Leaf mint and Rivermint at
the Yinnar Community Garden.
Try using them in pesto with Macadamia or Bunya Nuts. Other easy-to-grow bush tucker plants
include Pigface with its edible fruits, and RoundThe problem is that bush tucker plants may have leaf Mintbush or ‘Native Oregano’ which can be
very particular requirements which are met in a used as a spice or in a fragrant herbal tea.
specific Australian environment, but which may While bush tucker plants can be fussy, it is well
be quite different in the place you are trying to worth making the effort to grow them in return
grow them. Murnong or ‘Yam Daisy’ (sometimes for flavours you can't buy in a shop, as well as
called ‘Native Parsnip’) used to grow plentifully in knowing you are nurturing some of our indigVictoria and other states before it was grazed out enous flora which may have become rare in the
by sheep. Nonetheless it is quite delicate and needs wild. Bush tucker plants can be bought from PepThe Boolarra Link - December 2020

Knitting Kits Australia
For your convenience selected kits are
now available at Boolarra General Store.
Kits feature natural fibre yarns, pattern and any
accessories needed to complete your project.
Needles available separately.

Knitting Yarns by Mail
114 Fox & Fanckes Rd Boolarra South
Open by appointment only
Phone Alison : 0408 992 927
Shop online at www.knittingyarns.com.au
Orders delivered free to Boolarra Street addresses
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Our Precious Wildlife
Yellow-tailed black cockatoo.

Nothing escaped the watchful eyes
of those two Kookaburras.

All this precious wildlife in our back yard is a wonderful reminder why we choose to live here in Boolarra.
Male King Parrot

Mother with joey is having a comfortable breakfast in
our back yard.
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Photos by Ruth Kinghorn.

Dear Editor,
The purpose of a community newspaper is to allow for expression by the
community
members.
Likewise, every democracy has the tenet that we
are free to have our opinion as long as it doesn’t
harm others. Sadly, the state of communication in
Boolarra of late is being tainted by a few anti-wind
campaigners who are attempting to bully, intimidate and divide the community into ‘us and them’.
Enough is enough.
Why bully people in your own community who
have a different opinion? If you’ve got an issue
about the project then speak with the company
proposing it, talk to OSMI about your concerns,
and write your articles. The permit application
process will allow ample opportunity for community feedback – take that opportunity and speak to
the government. But targeting individuals in the
community crosses a line and only causes damage.
Every community is made up of unique individuals who have different ways of seeing the world.
This is good. This is natural diversity. We are not
one block under tyrannical rule. So why do some
members of the anti-wind farm group act as if
there is no place for another perspective?
Last week I had the tag ‘Corporate Sell Out’ stencilled into the pavement outside my house in vivid oil based paint. It took the Latrobe City graf-

fiti team about 15
minutes to remove
it via scrubbing
and high-pressure
hoses (see pics).
The proposition
is that because I
am involved with
the Yinnar Community
Garden
and we received a
grant from OSMI
that I have sold out
and I am somehow
now an ‘employee’
of OSMI. These types of baseless accusations have
no truth.
It’s a great disappointment to see that some people
who oppose the Wind Farm stoop to this kind of
targeted intimidation to express their views. These
actions are simply unacceptable, and I call on all
leaders in the community to reject this shameful
behaviour, which has no place in our public debate.
Strzelecki Sustainable Futures (SSF) will not be silenced by bullying. We are proud to support the
Delburn Wind Farm, which will be the Latrobe
Valley’s first wind project. Welcoming this project as a neighbouring community is an opportunity to lead on climate change, and a step towards
building new, clean and healthy industries in the
Latrobe Valley. We, and other people in the community who support renewable energy, have nothing to be ashamed of. The SSF has written articles
on why we support the Wind Farm. Our webpage
provides information supporting our position. It’s
okay to disagree, and we welcome robust discussion. But we outright reject the use of bully tactics, personal attacks, and vandalism. Above all
we show respect towards each other, as all strong
communities do.
The Latrobe Valley IS transitioning away from
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coal. I’m very hopeful that our future will be run
by wind, solar and tidal energy - clean, renewable
energy technologies that don’t carry the burden
of polluting the atmosphere or our lungs. We
have the chance to reduce the devastating impacts of climate change that globally and locally
is causing extreme fire events and a massive extinction of animals that makes our hearts bleed.
We are at the tipping point. What future will you
choose?
Catheryn Thompson,
Boolarra.
Disclaimer:
The views expressed in this articles are the views of the article
author and not necessarily of The Boolarra Link committee, after
checking all facts please make up your own opinion.

As a relatively new resident of this area, I have
been shocked and saddened to see the nasty,
underhanded tactics employed by some who oppose the proposed Delburn Wind Farm. It started with online bullying
and verbal harassment. It escalated to criminal
damage to the MET tower and now we are seeing
vandalism targeting the home of someone known
to support the Wind Farm. No doubt the people
doing this will be the first accuse OSMI of dividing the community. But it is their own aggressive
and increasingly unhinged behaviour that is doing
so.
I say to these people, if you oppose the Wind Farm,
by all means do so. It’s your democratic right. But
do it through the proper channels. Bullying your
neighbours will not stop the Wind Farm, it only
makes you look like a bunch of thugs.
Penelope Swales,
Boolarra.
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Latrobe Valley Renewable Energy
and Industry Zone
There is a rapid change occurring in electricity generation
technology from fossil fuels to solar, wind and batteries. Rethinking Energy 20202030 (a recent report by Tony Seba and his team at RethinkX : https://www.rethinkx.com/energy) highlights how this change has become inevitable. The recent
announcement of AGL to install a grid scale battery at Loy Yang and the wide discussion of developing a Renewable Energy and Industry Zone in the Latrobe Valley
reinforces the pace and inevitability of the changes in our region.
While the Latrobe Valley provides a massive electricity network link to the rest of
the state thanks to our legacy as the centre of electricity generation what is needed
is lots of local zero carbon energy generation to replace Yallourn and Loy Yang as
they inevitably close in the next few years.
The Star of the South offshore wind farm, the Gippsland Renewable Energy Park,
Frasers Road Solar Farm, Perry’s Bridge Solar Farm and Delburn Wind Farm
amongst others will all provide the essential zero carbon electricity to store in the
battery and power the zero carbon industries that can provide a new future for the
Latrobe Valley.
Boolarra and district can either choose to participate in this new reality and embrace the benefits that renewables and the REIZ bring or it can turn its back on
the inevitable and get left behind. There is an early adopter advantage to be had
for regions which accept this change. By embracing the future we will benefit from
the new jobs that will come from these developments as well as the opportunity
the Delburn Wind Farm Community Benefits funds will provide to enhance and
develop the township and the community. And we will all, now and in the future,
benefit from the rapid decarbonisation of our energy systems in all sorts of ways.
While SCA are preparing to fight the Delburn Wind Farm in the courts if necessary
and are clearly committed to stopping the Wind Farm if they can, this outcome
could set back Boolarra and its whole community. Unfortunately anti-wind farm
activists have lately been attacking some of the SSF personally with unfounded and
inaccurate allegations both online and on footpaths. This is no way to make a case
to defeat the Wind Farm proposal. I feel sure that a lot of community members
reject this behaviour regardless of their position on the Wind Farm. SSF members
and supporters take a principled, science based position on the Wind Farm and it is
offensive to suggest that we are somehow being paid off by OSMI to take the position we do.
Disclaimer:
Trevor Hoare,
Mirboo.

The views expressed in this articles are the views of the
article author and not necessarily of The Boolarra Link
committee, after checking all facts please make up your own
opinion.

Delburn Wind Farm Harming Our Community
It is a common thread within anti-wind farm
groups across Australia and the world that wind farm developers divide and conquer the communities they go into. Boolarra and the
neighbouring towns that surround this proposal are experiencing
that now. Even before it has been built, this wind farm has caused irreparable harm to our small and once cohesive communities.
People opposed to the Wind Farm chose to voice their opposition
by joining the SCA and many, myself included displayed signs and
banners saying how they feel about OSMI’s destruction of our way of
life and our town. A few months ago, there was a nasty spate of these
signs being vandalised or stolen from fences and properties.
Now as OSMI moves closer to applying for their permit it has begun again. Very recently several people have had their anti-wind farm
signs stolen. We all have a legitimate and democratic right to protest
and this behaviour is nothing less than theft: it is illegal and it must
stop.
OSMI have had a major vandalism act occur with the destruction of
their Met mast a few months ago. There is still no clear culprit or motive for this act. Both the SCA and SSF quickly declared their shock
and disgust at the vandalism. However even this shocking crime was
turned into a point of division. With no evidence at all to back up
their assertion, the SSF put out a press release in August 2020 that “…
this action (was) a totally inappropriate way to express disagreement
with the Wind Farm proposal”, and “...this incident demonstrates that
anti-wind misinformation and scaremongering can have potentially
dangerous consequences.”
Now OSMI’s pre-development grants have caused more division, with
many who oppose the Wind Farm feeling they have been betrayed by
the groups taking OSMI’s money. It has caused some people who once
had been good neighbours to become thieves, to falsely accuse their
neighbours, and to take sides against each other.
In the face of all this it is good to remember that it is not your neighbour who is cause of this divide. OSMI has come to this area simply to
develop, sell-on and make a handsome profit from this proposal, with
no regard to the damage they create and the cost to our community.
Angela Noone,
Boolarra.

Public Bar
Hours 3.00-7.00pm every day.
Meals 5.30 - 7.30pm Fri - Sunday.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact
For up to date information or
bookings phone 5159 6420

Local Pick up and Drop off Available
For all your needs give us a call on
0477026106
Address- 240 Foster Road Boolarra South

See our new Website: www.boolarracommunityhotel.com.au
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Services and Repairs to all Makes and Models
Minor and Major Services
4wd and Diesel Engines
Wheels and Tyres
Small Engines, Mowers and Chainsaws,
Whipper Snippers
Brakes and Suspension
Motorcycles Repairs and Servicing
Clutches
A/C Re-gas and Servicing
All Mechanical Repairs
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“General A Bill for an Act to amend the Public
Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 to exclude noise
or emissions from wind turbines at wind energy
facilities from the application of Division 1 of Part
6 (Nuisances) of that Act.”
No other industry is afforded this concession under the Public Health and Wellbeing Act.
It appears rural communities are not considered
to have equal rights to those who reside in cities
and areas covered by exclusion zones for wind energy facilities.
Victoria should have a diverse range of renewables, along with an updated electrical network
designed around appropriately sited renewable
facilities to the benefit of the environment and
communities.
Developers appear to be concentrating the construction of renewables around the electrical network which currently exists to reduce construction costs to the detriment of local communities.
Developers prefer to buy ‘social licence’ rather
than earn one.
Old Proverb: “All that glisters is not gold.” The attractive external appearance of something is not a
reliable indication of its true nature.

The Delburn Wind Farm (DWF) proponent’s oppressive nature in attempting to quell the opposition to inappropriately located industrial wind
turbines, is occurring again within our community.
The removal of signs opposing OSMI`s DWF is
ramping up again. Opponents of the DWF are
fighting against the location of turbines in relation to homes; and not against the transition to
renewables for the betterment of the environment.
Are the proponents of the DWF so insecure in
their righteous beliefs, that they find it necessary
to suppress the opposition’s voice, disregarding
those directly affected by the imposing turbines?
The transition to renewables should not be left in
the hands of developers and rubber stamped by
our governments to meet our renewable energy
targets.
Profits drive developers, not the environment. Mark and Jacquie Hyett.
The development of facilities and renewable energy certificates, rather than communities or the
environment are their main concerns, to maximise short term profits whilst minimising their
long-term responsibilities.
It is time developers are held responsible for the
long term repercussions of implementing flawed
planning applications enabling the construction
and operation of wind farms that may be found to
not abide by the Public Health and Well Being Act.
Why does the Victorian State Government find it Disclaimer:
necessary to amend the Public Health and Wellbe- The views expressed in this articles are the views of the
article author and not necessarily of The Boolarra Link
ing Act 2008?

committee, after checking all facts please make up your own
opinion.

prosper valley gravel

Dear Editor,
We are deeply concerned that in recent news
media, letters to the editor, and developer press
release statements, that the Strzelecki Community Alliance (SCA) are being targeted because it
opposes the Delburn Wind Farm. We are being
targeted for everything from graffiti to bringing
down the Met mast. The SCA queries whether
the developer is behind fanning these rumours,
accusations, and police reports, as they perceive
the SCA opposition is an economic threat to
this inappropriate siting for their proposed wind
facility. The SCA cautions the community about
reported ‘facts’ in the developer’s self-serving
press releases for instance OSMI had previously
misstated in a press release that the Boolara Folk
Festival was the recipient of one of its community grants when it was not a recipient and had
not even applied for a grant from them. The SCA
would like to reiterate we are not against renewable energy initiatives, however, we oppose the
siting of this proposed development of an industrial wind facility in a high fire risk pine plantation.

Survey

The SCA is currently conducting a survey to gauge
what the community consensus is regarding the
proposed Delburn Wind Farm. The survey can
be found at: http://www.strzeleckicommunityalliance.com/ or at the Boolarra post office, and will
close on 31 December 2020. We are hoping all of
the residents of the communities surrounding the
proposal will participate in the survey to reflect the
sentiment of the community as a whole.
Darryle Gee,
Chairman SCA,
Steering Committee.

Bedding Sand, Gravel, Crushed Rock, Salamander,

Contact Dave for Free Quotes
Phone: 51 696 462 Mobile: 0428 696 462 Email: pvg@speedweb.com.au
Prosper Valley Gravel Proudly Supports the Printing of our Local Newspaper
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Term 4
What a year it has been at Boolarra Primary. Who
would have ever thought that in 2020 we would
have our children learning from home, set up a
virtual school and experience a lock down? We all
deserve some ‘R & R’ over the Christmas holidays,
that’s for sure. During Term 4, we have focused
very strongly on our children’s mental health. To
this end we have run a range of fun activities to
ensure everyone can have a good laugh. (We all
know laughter is the best medicine).

‘Silly photo’ of Year 6 students.

At the beginning of November, we were fortunate
to be able to hold our annual school camp. This
year we visited Licola Wilderness Village. Here
some of our children’s recounts of their experience.
“I really liked the rock wall. I was the first one on
it and I went to the top. It was a huge challenge for
me and I found it very hard. I discovered I was really good at rock climbing and the Camp Leader
said I was a natural. I feel that I am now more determined to do different things that I previously
would not have attempted”. By Asha.
“I enjoyed the giant swing. It was my first time going on it. I didn’t go all the way to the top. I felt
really nervous when I pulled the rope. As soon as I
yanked it I got a big shock because of the G forces.
I was swinging. Next time, I want to go all the way
to the top.” By Logan.
“My personal favourite was the giant swing activity. I have done this before so I felt a lot safer than
I did on the ‘Leap of Faith’. On the giant swing you
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Walk Against Violence.

a whole school. We dressed up for the Melbourne
Cup and looked very dapper indeed. To highlight
the importance of respectful relationships, our
students participated in our Walk Against Family
Violence. While dressed in many shades of orange, we enjoyed a lovely walk along the Boolarra
Rail Trail. The F/1/2 group spotted several black
cockatoos in the trees and the 3/4/5/6s encountered several bike riders. We place a great deal of
importance on giving children the opportunity to
connect with their peers and are thrilled with the
strong sense of community exhibited by our students.
We value building connections with our students
and have been fortunate to be able to offer breakfast every day. This ensures that children fuel their
bodies in preparation for the day’s learning. We
also supply free fruit in every classroom to not
only ensure our children are eating fresh food, but
to also support families. We are extremely thankful to Foodbank who have made this possible
through their generous donation of food. This has
been a new initiative for 2020 and will continue
throughout 2021.
We are very sad to be saying goodbye to our Year
6 students. Their Year 6 experience has been disrupted but will certainly be memorable. We are
looking forward to holding a graduation ceremony for them in December which thankfully parents will be able to attend. We would like to wish
our graduates all the best for their future. It has
been an honour to be part of their lives as they
grow from children to soon to be teenagers.
Happy Christmas and may everyone have a fabulous time with family over the festive season.

hang for the whole time whereas on the Leap of
Faith you are climbing to get to the top. I found
the swing more fun. I pushed myself out of my
comfort zone and I’m not as scared of heights.” By
Alex.
“My favourite activity was the mini golf and the
trampoline. I was scared on the trampoline at first
because when I hopped on I started bouncing really high. I kept going and it was really fun. The
mini golf was cool too. If you looked at the course
from a birds eye view the holes spelt out the word
Licola. I’m looking forward to going back in
grade five”. By Isabelle.
At the end of November, we held our Colour
Run Fund Raiser. As we value student voices, we
asked our student leaders what improvements
they would like to see happen in the school. They
elected to raise money for additional furniture
for our shared collaborative space in our Year
3-6 building. Our Colour Run event has been
extremely successful and prior to the year’s end
we will be ordering some new furniture, expertly
chosen by those who will use it most. Here’s what Susan Duncan.
some of our students had to say.
“The Colour Run was very enjoyable. There were
lots of fun activities to do on the course which
made it worth doing. I got to socialize with others in my school who I didn’t know too well. This
was one of the best days I have had at school.” By
Chris.
“It was very exciting and lots of the kids got colBreaky Never Tasted so Good Camp.
ourful and there was some water
gun fights.” By James.
“ …really enjoyed doing the Colour Run. Getting chalk bombed
was the best bit.” By Kallarnie.
“The Colour Run was really fun.
I loved getting squirted with water. We had a station where we
got sprayed with a hose, a spot
where we got splashed with water, a zig zag path and a bubble
run. There were bottles filled
with chalk and we got super
dooper colourful.” By Scarlett.
Other fun activities we have run
include reading a short story under our magnificent elm trees as
The Boolarra Link - December 2020

Colour Run.

Obstacle Course.

Giant Swing.

Leap of Faith.
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2021 Boolarra Community
Celebration
It looks like things are starting to open up a bit,
finally. Hopefully, this continues and we will be
able to celebrate our national day in our customary manner and celebrate the wonderful spirit in
our lovely town.

On Tuesday, 26 January, from 8.30 until 10am in
Railway Park we will be providing egg and bacon
sandwiches and snags, tea and coffee, and some
drinks for the kids. We’ll raise the flag, and sing
the anthem, have some fun activities for all the
As a sign of things returning to ‘normal’ we will family, and generally have a good time!
continue the tradition of having an Australia Day
Breakfast in the Park.

Australia Day Boolarra Community
Recognition Award
We wish to recognise__________________________________ for his/her community contribution.
(Please describe their contribution in 25-30 words).
											
Nomination By:					
Seconded By:						

			
Commence breakfasts		
Commence activities		

8.30
9.00

•

Sack races, egg and spoon race 			
and other children’s activities,
Gumboot throwing

•

Talking to the friends you haven’t 		
seen since …

•

Australiana trivia

			

Present certificates			

9.45

Flag raising and 			
National Anthem

10.00

One of the great features of our celebration has
been the opportunity to recognise some of the unsung heroes of our town: the volunteers who do so
much in so many spheres to make our town the
rich, vibrant community it is.
The Development Group is once again seeking
nominations from individuals, community groups
and clubs of people or groups you believe deserve
recognition for their contribution to our community. If you wish to nominate someone then please
fill out the attached nomination form and drop it
in at the Post Office.
If you’re free to give a hand on the day, please give
me a call. It’s a great way to meet people if you’re
new to the community.
Colin Brick,
Boolarra Community Development Group,
5163 1212,

(Nominations to be submitted by 10 January).

Australia Day claims to be about unifying all
Australians, and yet ironically, it’s a divisive
day for some people.

tralia's increasingly diverse population.
Australia Day eventually became a national public
holiday in 1994. According to the National Australia Day Council, it’s “the day to reflect on what
we have achieved and what we can be proud of in
What’s Australia Day and why do we celour great nation. It's the day for us to re-commit
ebrate it?
Australia Day is a national public holiday on 26 to making Australia an even better place for the
January, the anniversary of the arrival of the First future.”
Fleet in Australia. On that day in 1788, 11 convict
ships from Great Britain landed at Port Jackson in What’s the tension surrounding Australia
New South Wales, where Governor Arthur Phillip Day?
raised the British flag to signal the beginning of the For many Indigenous Australians, the 26th of JanBritish colony. Since the early days of the British uary isn’t a day for celebrating. Indigenous peocolony, Sydney has marked the 26th of January us- ple may be just as proud of this country, but many
ing various names, such as Anniversary Day, First see 26 January as a date signifying the beginning
Landing Day and Foundation Day. This gradually of dispossession, disease epidemics, frontier vioevolved into ‘Australia Day’, and other states and lence, destruction of culture, exploitation, abuse,
territories officially adopted the name in 1935. Al- separation of families and subjection to policies of
though celebrations originally focussed on the an- extreme social control. Consequently, some Ausniversary of the British occupation of New South tralians (including many Indigenous people) reWales, since 1979, the federal government began fer to 26 January by other names, such as Invasion
promoting an Australia Day that was less British Day, Survival Day and Day of Mourning.
and more Australian in the hope of unifying AusPage: 20
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Should we change the date, save the date or
cancel it all together?

This question can be challenging, as there are
many different perspectives from both Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and non-Indigenous Australians. Saving the date means continuing to celebrate a date that’s painful for many
people. Changing the date or canceling the date
doesn’t address the trauma and disadvantage that
started at colonisation and still affects Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people today.
If we simply make a choice and move on, we miss
the opportunity to understand where we’ve come
from, where we are today and where we go from
here.
Learning more about our nation’s shared history
between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and non-Indigenous Australians can help
you answer this question for yourself.
https://australianstogether.org.au/discover/australian-history/australia-day

Boolarra Bowls Club
Melbourne Cup Day was a
fantastic day with a large
crowd in attendance. With
COVID restrictions in place, people were keen
to leave the house and enjoy a beautiful November day out in the sun, catching up with mates all
whilst adhering to the strict social distancing requirements. A good time was had by all especially
those lucky enough to win the sweepstakes.
The 20/21 Pennant Season kicked off on 14 November with a full season of 14 games plus finals being scheduled. We have been lucky with
the start of the season only being pushed back
a month rather than having a truncated season
with no finals or a chance of promotion.
The Club has started the season off in style win-

graded model which should provide many tasty
treats for future events and Thursday night meals.
The Club was very fortunate to secure a grant to
assist towards payment of a new stove from the
Mirboo North and District Community Bank as
part of their Community Investment Program.
We have been very fortunate this season to have
Ange Mazou working behind the scenes securing
such grants for the Club, so a big thank you to
Ange and also the Community Bank as it’s with
the support of organisations like them that ensures the survival of small clubs like ours.
Boolarra Bowls Club would like to wish everyone
a safe and happy Christmas and we look forward
to seeing our members and visitors over the coming summer months.

ning all three games so far in Division 3 with
some big wins giving the side a handy ‘for and
against’ advantage. Our Division 6 side has won
two of three and sit well placed in the top four.
We have also had an influx of younger participants over the last few years and with the guidance and fantastic attitude of the more experienced members have created a fun and enjoyable
club atmosphere. We are a very welcoming club
always looking for new members from all age
brackets and are more than happy for anyone interested in having a go at bowls to come down
and give the game a try on a Tuesday or Thursday
– cost is free.
The kitchen will be saying goodbye to their very Travis Baker,
old but trusty St George stove that has seen many Secretary,
events over the years and will make way for an up- Boolarra Bowling Club.

Jeeralang-Boolarra Panthers Cricket Club
The
Jeeralang-Boolarra
Panthers are coming off the
back of arguably the Club’s
most successful season. In
the 2019/2020 season we fielded three teams; one
in each grade. All grades made finals for the first
time in Club history and the B-Grade side came
out on top.
Now in the third season in the newly formed Latrobe Valley and District Cricket Association, the
Panthers are an established club that is rising up
the ranks. With many sides struggling to field
three sides a week, we take great pride in not only
the numbers but also the results that our teams
have been able to get from their games.
Our A-Grade side has been through quite a transition this year with many of the more experienced
campaigners moving on and a much younger crop
of players coming through. Led by captain/coach
Ben Heath and deputy Matt McGrath, this group
of boys is having a crack. With a COVID-19 affected fixture, the challenge of playing the top tier
teams rather than just the First Division teams in
the A-Grade pool is proving to be difficult. After
five rounds, A-Grade is yet to record a win so far
this season but have taken it right up to the very
best, including a two wicket loss to heavyweights
Churchill. Shining lights have been the performances of young guns Lachlan Smith and Jacob
Carnes as well as the inclusion of former Sri Lanka
Under-19 player, Sanitha De Mel. With a strong
core and plenty of enthusiasm, we are sure that a
result is only just around the corner. The second
half of the season will look to be fruitful as the aim
is to make finals.
B-Grade has been promoted to the Premier Divi-

sion of B-Grade after taking out the First Division last year. Led by Glen Smith is a team full
of long time Club members and young talent.
B-Grade would take great pride in making finals after making the jump up to the Premier
Division and will target that throughout the
second half of the season.
C-Grade were robbed of a grand final berth
last year as COVID-19 hit after an impressive
semi-final win. They have their sights set on
going one better this year and proving to the
league that they would have gone all the way
last season. Led by Matt McCormack, C-Grade
are currently sitting second after five rounds.
If you were to come out on a Tuesday night
you would see that the future of the Club is in
good hands. Our Juniors love getting out there
and having a crack, honing their skills and having
a bit of fun. Tim Laaks coaches our Under-10 side
who have just come off three wins in a row so far
in this season! It’s incredible to see so many kids
loving the game of cricket and having fun with
their friends.
The Club is proud to be in this position after
much hard work and dedication. Led by president
Thomas Beamish, the committee work tirelessly to
ensure that we maintain a positive culture and an
attitude that always strives for better. Trainings are
Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Recreation Reserve
and Thursday nights are followed by selection and
meals at the Clubrooms.
Our annual Cow Lotto event will also be held at
the Club on 7 March which is a great opportunity
to bring the family out and support the Club. It’s
always a huge day with fun for the kids, food, raffles and the main event of the Cow Lotto.
For anyone interested, feel free to come to a trainThe Boolarra Link - December 2020

ing session, function or pop your head in on game
day. All newcomers and families are welcome.
Keep an eye out on Facebook for any updates and
news on functions.
Matt McGrath.
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Boolarra Football netball Club
FOUNDATION CLUB M.G.F.L. 1935

WEB SITE: www.boolarrafc.vcfl.com.au

Firstly, the Club would like to wish everyone a
Merry Xmas and Happy New Year, it’s been a difficult year for everyone so be safe and enjoy the
festive season.
Pre-season football training began on 18 November with solid numbers on the track, it was
great to see some returning young fellas running
around out there and looking fit. Coach Tony
was pleased with the turn out and is looking forward to ramping things up after the break.
Recruiting has been going well with most new
recruits from 2020 retained for next season plus
a raft of new and returning players signed for
2021. Keep an eye out on Facebook for the announcements soon.

The Club is excited to announce Travis Mitchell
as its Reserves Coach for the 2021 season. Travis
has many years of coaching experience at junior
levels around Maryborough and Golden Square,
more recently he has been Assistant Senior
Coach at Moe and assistant reserves coach at
Trafalgar. Travis has his AFL Level 2 coaching accreditation and also works with AFL Gippsland
Hawthorn Next Generation Academy and is the
Gippsland region coach at one-on-one Football.
We would like to welcome him, his wife Stacey
and son Thomas to Boolarra FNC and wish him
all the best.
After long delays due to COVID restrictions we
are very happy to say that the new electronic
scoreboard has been installed and is ready to go.
Our hard-working group of skilled volunteers
were up bright and early to piece together and
lift the frame and scoreboard into place. The
Club would particularly like to thank the federal
government for their Grant contribution, Mancs,
Boomer and Brad at Strzelecki Engineering for
the time and effort in constructing the frame and
help on the day of installation. Thanks also to
Myles at LED Screens Australia, Brian Willaton
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at Willaton Transport, Dean from Earthforce,
and Vince from MC Civil Construction.
We have also secured some state government
funding for some new LED lights for the football
oval which will vastly improve the lighting on the
ground. For too long we have had sub-par lighting which hinders training and is also a safety
hazard.
The Club would also like to thank our hardworking team behind these new projects and
grant applications as we push forward to improving the infrastructure and facilities.
The AGM is set for Tuesday 15 December at the
social rooms beginning at 6.30pm. COVID protocols and rules will be applied.
We are always looking for more volunteers and
helpers at the Club, we are a small community
Club and rely on locals to fill roles. Please do
not hesitate to come forward if you think you
can fill a role at the Club. No matter how small.
President Simon Buglisi and Netball president
Gabrielle Francis-Foreman are very eager to get
more people into roles at the Club to ease the
burden on long serving volunteers that have
taken on too much. The Club is working on a
spreadsheet of jobs that need to be done in order
for things to run smoothly. We intend to send
this around for all our members and supporters
to see and hopefully there will be something on
the list that you can do. Now more than ever we
need people stepping up to lend a hand and do
your bit for your Club.
You can keep up to date with all Club news via
our Facebook page Boolarra Football Netball
Club.
Simon Buglisi.

The new scoreboard installation.
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The new scoreboard.

The Boolarra Football Netball Club would like
to thank their valued sponsors for Season 2020
and welcome all new sponsors that have jumped
on board since last season. We ask that you get behind and support these businesses as they support
our community Club.
We are also always on the hunt for new sponsors.
Darren Napier once again is leading the sponsorship drive, if you would like more information on
packages don’t hesitate to contact Naps.

Club sponsors are:
Morwell Club, Prorent, Tony Antonelli Accounting, MC Civil and Landscaping, Boolarra Community Hotel, Mirboo North & District Community
Bank, Devtree Pty Ltd, Boolarra Fish Farm, Gibson
Groundspread, Latrobe City, Yinnar Community
Hotel, Boolarra Post Office, Boolarra Store, Trafalgar Mens & Boyswear, Jims Building Inspections,
Tradeweld, Valley Trophy Centre, Strzelecki Plumbing, J Smith Motors, Monacellars Wine & Spirits,
Prosper Valley Excavations, Cervis Equipment,
Riviera Display Kitchens, Mirboo North Golf Club,
Kennedy Haulage/ Driffield Quarries, Prosper Valley
Gravel, Out of Dough, Willaton Transport, BJ Bennett & Co Real Estate, Benson Timber & Hardware,
Latrobe Valley Funeral Services, Bellebanne, Gatts
Panel Works, Norm Oliver Butchers, Bellebanne,
ETU, Gippsland Printers, Yinnar Milk Bar & Country Cafe, Mirboo North Hardware, GM Conveyancing, Young Signs, Samantha Brick Health & Massage,
Russell Northe, McDonalds, Alfresh 2 Go, Pizza HQ,
TK Excavations, Morwell Bowling Club.

The Boolarra Link Community Directory
Organisation		Contact Name		Phone

Anglican and Uniting Churches Lubawski			5169 6494
Boolarra Book Club and
Robern Lubawski
Blazers Walking Group John Lubawski			
5169 6494
Boolarra Bowling Club 		
Travis Baker			
0416 087 305
Boolarra Cemetery Trust
Roz Carstairs			
0429 383 686
Boolarra and District Horse
Nicky Stewart 			
0412 448 789
and Trail Riding Club
Boolarra CFA			
Di Billingsley			
0408 173 637
Boolarra Community
Development Group
Colin Brick			
5163 1212
Boolarra Netball /		
Gabrielle Francis-Foreman
0417 975 082
Football Club			
Simon Buglisi 			
0411 142 375
Social Rooms 						5169 6507
Change Rooms						5169 6507
Boolarra Historical Society
Harry Price 			
0429 696 241
Boolarra Multi Purpose
Building		Sue Warren			5169 6395
Boolarra Play Group		
Teresa Wareham		
0408 542 691
Boolarra Pre-school		
Emma Read			
0423 369 948
Boolarra Primary School
Susan Duncan			
5169 6471
Boolarra Quilting Group
Linda Minter			
5169 6702
Boolarra Friends of the
Red Cross		Glenys Morgan			5169 6721
Boolarra South Landcare
Denise Schiller			
5169 6425
Boolarra Tennis Club								
Boolarra Verandah Jammers
Sue Clutterbuck 		
0437348366
Boolarra Wool and Spinning
Group			Lois Thornton			0400 722 716
Boolarra and Yinnar Community
Recovery Committee Colin Brick			
5163 1212
Boolarra Youth Theatre Group Tania Brown 			
5169 6466
Budgeree Hall			
Leanne Potter			
0429 111 192
Catholic Church		
Fr James Fernandez		
5134 2849
5169 6425
				or Denise Schiller 		

What’s on. . . . .
For contact information please refare to the Directory above.

Church Services
in Boolarra and Yinnar
Catholic Church

Tarwin Street, Boolarra
Mass at 10.30am on 2nd and 4th Sunday in
Boolarra and 10.30am on 1st and 3rd Sunday in Yinnar.
Liturgy at 10.30am on 2nd Tuesday of the month

Anglican and Uniting Churches
in co-operation

Tarwin Street, Boolarra
1st Sunday 11.00am and 2nd Sunday 10.00am
in Boolarra
3rd Sunday 11.00am and 4th Sunday 10.00am
in Yinnar
PLEASE NOTE: If there are changes to any
Link Community Directory
information, please notify the Boolarra Link Editor:

Sylvia Sauppe on 5169 6321
or editor@boolarralink.org.au

Monday

Organisation		Contact Name		Phone

Churchill Neighbourhood
Centre				Abigail				5122 2955
Cooperating Church		
Brenda Burney 			
5122 1480
Cricket Club			Jack Cleaver			5169 6428
Exercise Class			
Kathleen Millett			
5122 2591
				or Kate				5169 6592

Folk Festival			
Rick Teychenne			
0408 696 243
Friends of the Upper		
Denise Schiller			
5169 6425
Morwell River
Grand Ridge Rail Trail		
Neil Trease			
5668 1580
Justice of the Peace		
Matt Gleeson 			
0427 696 461
				Gwenda Pither			0427 963 385
Latrobe CC Fire Recovery
Heather Farley			
5128 5648
LaTrobe TaeKwon-Do		
Dave Proctor			
0402 270 347ss
Municipal Emergency
Response Officer 		
Lance King			
5128 5426
Local Emergency Action Plan John Harris			
0431 972 672
Memorial Hall			
Roz Carstairs			
0429 383 686
Memorial Park			Colin Brick			5163 1212
Men’s Shed			Michael Watt			5169 6286
Open Garden Day		
Jill Simmons			
5169 6516
Pilates				Kathleen Millett 			
5122 2591
Police				Matt Ryan			5169 6222
								0458 839 886
Pony Club			
Secretary
boolarraponyclub@gmail.com
Quilting and Silk Dyeing Group

Linda Minter 			

5169 6702

Russell Northe			Russell Northe			5133 9088
Scouts				Daiel Cook			0423 495 977
Soroptomist International
Samantha Brick			
0427 824 722
Stroke Support Group		
Paul Howells			
5623 5598
Wildlife Assistance		
Jean Quick			
5169 6606
Yinnar & District Judo Club
Sharon Taylor 			
0418 681 245
				Peter Brimblecombe 		0409 402 459
Yinnar Community Garden
Catheryn Thompson		
0435 048 153
Yoga				Kristy Mills 			
0475 376 015

Groups and Organisations Meeting Times. . . . .

Exercise Class - 9.30am, all ages, Boolarra Memorial Hall.
Book Club - 8.00pm,1st Monday of the month.
Men’s Shed - Between 10.00am and 4.00pm.
CFA - Every 2nd Monday from 7.00pm - skills training at the station - prospective new members welcome
Quilting and Silk Dyeing Group - 2nd and 4th Monday from11.00am - Multi Purpose Building.
Red Cross - Monthly 1st Monday at 1.00pm, The Boolarra Store

Tuesday

Yoga - 6.00pm-7.30pm Gentle Class. OR 7.15pm-9.15pm Advanced Class. Primary School/Multi Purpose Room.
Pilates - 9.30am, Multi Purpose Building.

Wednesday

Men’s Shed - Between 10.00am and 4.00PM.
Yinnar & District Judo Club - during school terms from 6.15pm - 7.30pm, Yinnar Recreation Reserve.

Thursday

Playgroup - 9.30am-11.30am, Multi Purpose Build.
Wool Group - 11.30 am-3.30pm, Multi Purpose Building.
Blazers Walking Group - Meet 9.00am, Boolarra Recreation Reserve.
Boolarra Memorial Hall - Bi-Monthly 3rd Thursday at 7.30pm, Memorial Hall
Boolarra Community Development Group - Monthly 3rd Thursday at 7.00pm, Memorial Hall
Chair Yoga - Thursday 9 to 10 am Contact Kristy

Friday

Exercise Class - All ages 10.00am, Yinnar Memorial Hall.

Sunday

Historical Society - 2.00pm-4.00 pm, 1st Sunday of the month, Boolarra Historical Museum
Pony Club Rally - 2nd Sunday of the month, Recreation Reserve
CFA - 9.00am - 10.00am - Radio testing / equipment maintenance
Boolarra Verandah Jammers - 1.00pm-3.00pm, playing Ukulele every Sunday. Boolarra Community Hotel.
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